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TESTING THEORIES OF LINGUISTIC CONSTITUENCY WITH CONFIGURAL
LEARNING: THE CASE OF THE ENGLISH SYLLABLE

VSEVOLOD KAPATSINSKI

Indiana University

This article proposes and tests an experimental method to assess the psychological reality of
hierarchical theories of constituent structure in particular domains. I show that a hierarchical
theory of constituent structure necessarily makes the prediction that an association between constit-
uents should be easier to learn than an association between strings that cross constituent boundaries,
whereas dependency-based theories of constituency predict that constituents cannot have associa-
tions that their parts do not have. Previous research has shown that the major division within an
English syllable is between the onset and the nucleus, rather than between the nucleus and the
coda. Thus, the nucleus forms a constituent (the rime) with the coda rather than the onset. The
hierarchical theory of constituency thus proposes that English speakers should learn rime-affix
associations more easily than body-affix associations and that the rime can have associations that
its parts do not have. These predictions are confirmed in the present study. Applications of the
experimental method and its variants to linguistic constituency in other domains are discussed.*

Keywords: constituency, configural learning, syllable structure, rime, English

1. INTRODUCTION. The goal of the present article is to demonstrate that configural-
learning methods can distinguish between hierarchical (tree-structural) and dependency-
based theories of linguistic constituent structure. In order to examine the nature of
constituent structure we need a test case in which the locations of constituent boundaries
are relatively uncontroversial. In the next section I argue that such a case is presented
by English syllables of the type examined in this article. Section 1.2 introduces hierar-
chical and dependency-based theories of constituent structure. Finally, §1.3 shows that
hierarchical theories predict that associations between constituents should be easier
to learn than associations between strings that cross constituent boundaries, whereas
dependency-based theories predict that apparent associations between constituents
should be underlain by actual associations between the component segments.

1.1. THE TEST CASE. In order to examine whether constituents differ from strings
that cross constituent boundaries in ways predicted by the hierarchical theory of constit-
uency, we need to compare an unambiguous constituent to a string that unambiguously
crosses a constituent boundary. Thus we need a string of segments that contains a
constituent boundary and in which the location of the constituent boundary is relatively
uncontroversial. This section reviews the evidence that in an English CVC syllable
with a lax vowel the constituent boundary falls between the onset and the nucleus,
rather than between the nucleus and the coda. Thus, the syllables have a C-VC structure,
rather than a CV-C structure.

While some theorists have proposed that English syllables have a CV-C structure
(Iverson & Wheeler 1989), both psycholinguistic and distributional evidence point

* I would like to thank the NIH for financial support through Training Grant DC-00012 and Research
Grant DC-00111 to David Pisoni. Many thanks to Luis Hernandez for his help in creating the experimental
program, to Nicholas Altieri for pronouncing the stimuli, and to Adam Buchwald, Kenneth DeJong, Robert
Felty, Matthew Goldrick, Brian Joseph, David Pisoni, associate editor Jennifer Cole, and two anonymous
referees for helpful comments on earlier drafts of this article. Parts of this work have been presented at
Indiana University Phonologyfest (2006), the 5th International Conference on the Mental Lexicon (2006),
the 2008 annual meeting of the Linguistic Society of America, the CUNY Phonology Forum Conference
on the Syllable (2008), and the 18th International Congress of Linguists (2008).
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toward a C-VC structure for a typical English syllable, which is also the dominant
position in the theoretical linguistic literature (e.g. Fudge 1969, 1987, Goldsmith 1990,
Selkirk 1982).1

Evidence for the C-VC structure is provided by the fact that categorical cooccurrence
restrictions involve VCs more often than CVs in English (Fudge 1969, 1987, Selkirk
1982). In other words, the proportion of missing theoretically possible VC combinations
is greater than the number of missing possible CV combinations. In addition, lax vowels
in English require a consonant to follow them, while there are no vowels that must be
preceded by a consonant. This means that in a syllable with a lax vowel (e.g. [kh+p]),
the body (CV, e.g. [kh+]) is not a possible word while the rime (VC, e.g. [+p]) is,
making the rime to be more of a constituent than the body in such syllables, the type
of syllables used in the present study.2

As Kessler and Treiman (1997) and Lee (2006) have shown, there are also statistical
reasons for grouping vowels with codas rather than with onsets in English. Kessler and
Treiman (1997) found that certain phonotactically legal vowel-coda combinations (e.g.
[eìg]) occur in the English lexicon significantly less often than expected by chance
given the frequencies of the vowel and the coda, but frequencies of bodies do not
deviate significantly from chance. Lee (2006) extended these results by examining a
number of measures of covariation between segments, including chi-square, transitional
probability, and mutual information, consistently finding that segment combinations
are much less random within the rime than within the body.

English speakers appear to be sensitive to this asymmetry, treating rimes as being
more cohesive than bodies in a variety of tasks, as well as in speech errors. For instance,
Treiman (1983, 1986) and Derwing (1987) found that when English speakers are asked
to use the beginning of one (C)CVC(C) word and the end of a second (C)CVC(C)
word to form a new word, they use the onset of the first word and the rime of the
second more often than they use the body of the first word and the coda of the second.
For instance, subjects presented with feat and soup may be more likely to produce foup
than feap.3 Fowler (1987) asked native English speakers to exchange phonological
segments in corresponding positions in a pair of visually presented CVC words or
nonwords and to pronounce the resulting pair of words as quickly as possible. She
found that onset exchanges were made faster than coda exchanges and, importantly,
subjects erroneously exchanged rimes when asked to exchange codas more often than
they exchanged bodies when asked to exchanged onsets, indicating that the rime is
more ‘cohesive’ than the body. Thus, tuck pin may be erroneously converted into tin
puck when the correct response is ton pick more often than it is erroneously converted
into pick ton when the correct response is puck tin.

Speech errors also provide evidence for the C-VC split in English syllables. For
instance, Berg (1989) notes that speech-error corpora contain more errors involving

1 Although null results have also been observed and used to argue for a flat syllable structure (Geudens &
Sandra 2003, Geudens et al. 2004). The null results are potentially explainable by the finding that some
bodies are more constituent-like than some rimes, due to between-segment cooccurrence statistics (Lee 2006,
Lee & Goldrick 2008).

2 Brian Joseph (p.c.) points out that some English speakers pronounce ‘blah blah blah’ as [bl+bl+bl+],
thus some English speakers have at least one lexical item with a final [+]. Nonetheless, word-final [+] is
clearly atypical.

3 These examples of speech errors are made up.
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onsets than errors involving bodies or codas. Treiman and Danis (1988) show that when
subjects are asked to recall a long list of words, they produce novel recombinations of
previously presented onsets and rimes more often than novel recombinations of pre-
sented bodies and codas. For instance, subjects presented with bug dash would be more
likely to erroneously recall bash dash or bash dug than dag dash or dag bush.4

Not all rimes are created equal, however. Lee (2006, Lee & Goldrick 2008) shows
that if English speakers are presented with a list of atypical English syllables in which
the nucleus cooccurs with the onset more than with the coda (e.g. [k:ìd teìs jεt+ daυL
θìb liθ waìm]), they tend to produce body-coda recombinations (e.g. [k:ìd teìs] →
[k:ìs teìd]), but when statistics of cooccurrence within the presented rimes and bodies
are matched, onset-rime recombinations (e.g. [k:ìd teìs] → [keìs t:ìd]) are dominant.
Given these results, it is clear that between-segment cooccurrence influences constitu-
ency, so only syllables in which statistics of cooccurrence favor the onset-rime division
are used in the present experiment.

Thus, syllables used in the present study favor the C-VC division over the CV-C
division for a variety of reasons. English speakers have also been shown to treat rimes
of such syllables as being more cohesive than the corresponding bodies. The following
section introduces two ways to represent this difference in cohesion that are to be
compared in the remainder of the article: the hierarchical view and the dependency-
based view.

1.2. THEORIES OF CONSTITUENCY. There are at least two ways to represent the basic
fact that the major division in a CVC English syllable containing a lax vowel is between
the onset and the nucleus, rather than between the nucleus and the coda (Dow &
Derwing 1989). Under the hierarchical view of constituency (e.g. Fudge 1969, 1987,
Selkirk 1982), all and only constituents are allocated a node in the hierarchy representing
a stretch of speech as perceived by a language user. Thus, under the hierarchical view
of constituency, to say that the CVC syllable has a C-VC structure means to say that
the VC is allocated a node while the CV is not, as shown in Figure 1.

VC C

Rime

FIGURE 1. Internal structure of the English syllable under the hierarchical view of constituency
(syllable node not shown for simplification).

The main postulate of a dependency-based theory of constituency (e.g. Anderson &
Ewen 1987, Vennemann 1988) is that there are no nodes corresponding to constituents.
Rather, constituency is represented as connection strength between segments. Thus, to
say that a CVC syllable has a C-VC structure means to say that the C1-V connection
is weaker than the V-C2 connection, as shown in Figure 2.

4 Davis (1989) points out that these studies are ambiguous as to whether they support a division between
(i) the first onset of a word and the rest of the word or (ii) the onset and the rime of the syllable. Since the
stimuli in the present study were produced as isolated syllables, or CVC (pseudo)words, the claim that these
studies support a C-VC division over a CV-C division is still justified either way.
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VC C

FIGURE 2. Internal structure of the English syllable under the dependency-based view of constituency.

Thus, under the hierarchical view, the rime (VC) is allocated a node while the
body (CV) is not, and under the dependency-based view neither the rime nor the
body is allocated a node. In order to derive an empirical prediction from this
theoretical difference we need to determine what it means to say that some string
is allocated a node.

1.3. PREDICTIONS OF THE THEORIES OF CONSTITUENCY. Under both views of constitu-
ency, linguistic units are represented as graphs, in the graph-theoretic sense of the word.
A graph is defined as a set of nodes connected by links (Sylvester 1878). Thus, a link
in a graph can only connect nodes. Therefore, a node is something that can be connected
to something else. A prominent way in which two strings can be connected is through
association.5 So a node is something that can be associated with another node.

Thus, there is a prediction that is inherent to the hierarchical view of constituent
structure. As we have seen, under this view constituents differ from strings that
cross constituent boundaries in that constituents are nodes while strings that cross
constituent boundaries are not. As we have also seen, nodes are strings that can
be associated with other strings. Since constituency is language- and syllable-specific
(Lee 2006, Lee & Goldrick 2008, Yoon & Derwing 2001), constituents must be
allocated nodes on the basis of experience. Then a speaker of a rime language
should be able to form a body node if one is needed to solve a task. Thus, the
hierarchical view of constituency must claim only that associations between constitu-
ents should be easier to learn than associations between nonconstituents, rather than
claim that associations between nonconstituents can never be learned. Thus, under
the hierarchical view the statement that English syllables have a C-VC structure
implies that the VC should be easier to associate with something else (for instance,
a morpheme) than the CV. In associative learning terms, the VC is predicted to
be MORE ASSOCIABLE, that is, easier to associate with something else, than the CV.
The dependency-based view does not make this prediction.

The dependency-based theory of constituency, however, makes a different strong
prediction. Since associations can only connect nodes and there are no constituent nodes
in a dependency-based theory, it is impossible for a constituent to have associations
that its parts do not have under the theory (Dahl 1980, Hudson 1980a,b, Minsky &
Papert 1969, Pearce 1987, Wagner 1971). As shown in Figure 3, the hierarchical theory
predicts that a rime CD can be associated with something that is not associated with
either of the rime’s component segments, C and D. The dependency-based theory, by
contrast, predicts that for someone to know that the rime CD is associated with X, they
must know that C is associated with X and/or D is associated with X. Thus, under the
dependency-based view, a rime can be associated with something only if that something
is also associated with the rime’s nucleus and/or its coda.

5 Some arguably nonassociative connection types are the part-whole connection and the labeled semantic
relation in a semantic network.
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D

CD

C XDC X

FIGURE 3. In a dependency-based theory (left), if a rime CD is associated with X, then its component
segments, C and D, are also associated with X. In a hierarchical theory (right), the rime

can be associated with something with which its parts are not associated.

As Dahl (1980) writes in regard to distinguishing between hierarchical and depen-
dency-based theories of syntax:

The . . . question is . . . whether we ever need to distinguish the properties and relations of a constituent
and those of its head, or in other words, whether sets of words [or, in our case, segments] can have
properties that are not reducible to properties of single words [or segments]. (1980:484–85)

Dahl argues that higher nodes are necessary in syntax at least to represent coordinate
structures. For instance, in John and Mary are a couple, neither John nor Mary on
their own are a couple, and thus the property of being a couple must be associated with
the entire phrasal constituent John and Mary. When it is not possible to find preexisting
associations of a string that it does not share with its parts, one can test how easy such
associations are to learn using configural learning. Configural learning is thus a domain-
general method for testing the nature of constituent structure that can be applied to
determine the nature of constituency whatever the constituents are, whether segment
strings, semantic feature bundles, word pairs, or pictures. It is introduced in the next
section.

2. METHODS.
2.1. THE PARADIGM. As argued in the preceding section, the hierarchical theory of

constituency predicts that an association between constituents should be easier to form
than an association between strings that cross constituent boundaries, whereas the de-
pendency-based theory of constituency predicts that a constituent’s associations are
necessarily associations of its parts. Thus to test these predictions we need to distinguish
associations between strings of segments from associations between pairs of segments
composing the strings. One way to address this issue is to use a CONFIGURAL-LEARNING

paradigm. In configural learning, subjects acquire associations of a whole that are not
shared by the whole’s parts (e.g. Williams & Braker 1999; see also ‘second-order’
dependencies in Onishi et al. 2002, Warker & Dell 2006, and Warker et al. 2008). The
present experiment uses a particular configural-learning paradigm, which I call XOR
learning. For an alternative configural-learning paradigm, see §4.6.

In the present experiment, native English speakers were randomly assigned to the
four experimental groups shown in Table 1. As can be seen from the table, all subjects
were exposed to cooccurrences between the vowels /+/ and /R/ and the affixes /mìn/
and /num/. However, /mìn/ and /num/ came after the stem (were suffixes) for half of
the subjects and before the stem for the other half. In addition to being exposed to
vowel-affix correlations, half of the subjects were exposed to rime-affix and coda-affix
correlations while the other half were exposed to body-affix and onset-affix correlations.
Thus, a subject was presented with either (i) rime-prefix, vowel-prefix, and coda-prefix,
(ii) rime-suffix, vowel-suffix, and coda-suffix, (iii) body-prefix, vowel-prefix, and
onset-prefix, or (iv) body-suffix, vowel-suffix, and onset-suffix pairings, as shown in
Table 1.
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GROUP ASSOCIATE SEGMENT-AFFIX PAIRINGS CONSTITUENT-AFFIX PAIRINGS

(i) rimes and prefixes num-C+C mìn-C++
num-CV+
mìn-CRC num-CRt
mìn-CVt

(ii) rimes and suffixes C+C-num C++-mìn
CV+-num
CRC-mìn CRt-num
CVt-mìn

(iii) bodies and prefixes num-C+C mìn-++C
num-+VC
mìn-CRC num-tRC
mìn-tVC

(iv) bodies and suffixes C+C-num ++C-mìn
+VC-num
CRC-mìn tRC-num
tVC-mìn

TABLE 1. The experimental design. There are four groups of participants differing in whether the
affix follows or precedes the stem and whether the identity of the affix is conditioned

by the body or the rime of the stem. Participants in each group are asked to
form both segment-affix and constituent-affix associations.

The pattern that the subjects are asked to learn is one that requires configural learning.
In general terms, every subject is presented with an artificial grammar in which there
are two affixes, X and Y. The choice of the affix is fully predictable. Depending on
which group the subject is in, the choice of the affix is determined by either the C1V
or the VC2 of a CVC stem.

In either case, a stem segment A followed by any segment other than B is paired
with the affix X. Similarly, the stem segment B preceded by any segment other than
A is paired with X. The segment string AB, however, is paired with a different affix,
Y. The affix Y is also paired with stems that contain the segment C followed by any
segment other than D and with stems that contain the segment D preceded by any
segment other than C. The segment string CD, however, is paired with the affix X.
The set of rules is shown in Figure 4. For some subjects, AB and CD are bodies, while

X

Y

¬B

¬D

A

B¬A

¬C

DC

BA

C

D

On N
N Cd� �

FIGURE 4. The task used in the present experiment ( � stands for ‘not’). Here X and Y are
affixes, A and C may be stem onsets with B and D being stem nuclei and AB and CD
being stem bodies, or A and C may be stem nuclei, B and D stem codas, and AB and

CD stem rimes. AD and CB are never presented. See discussion in text.
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for others they are rimes. We are interested, then, in how easily subjects learn AB-Y
and CD-X associations when AB and CD are rimes compared to when AB and CD
are bodies.6

The affixes X and Y can either precede or follow the stem. The use of both prefixes
and suffixes allows us to control for locality effects and possible differences in associa-
bility between suffixes and prefixes. Thus, if prefixes are more associable than suffixes,
associations involving prefixes should be easier to learn than those involving suffixes,
regardless of whether the rime of the stem or the body of the stem is involved. Alterna-
tively, associations between adjacent parts of the speech stream may be easier to learn
than associations between nonadjacent parts, as observed in statistical learning of seg-
ment and syllable cooccurrences (Bonatti et al. 2005, Newport & Aslin 2004). If this
is the case for syllabic constituents as well, body-prefix and rime-suffix associations
should be more learnable than body-suffix and rime-prefix associations.7

The experiment was divided into two stages. In the first stage, AB and CD are never
presented and subjects thus learn that A is paired with X, as is B, and that C and D
are paired with Y. Thus, subjects learn segment-affix associations (/+/ is always paired
with /num/, /R/ is always paired with /mìn/, /+/ is always paired with /num/, and /t/ is
always paired with /mìn/). By examining accuracy with novel syllables containing
familiar onsets or codas after the first stage, we can compare the learnability of onset-
affix associations to the learnability of coda-affix associations.

Since bodies and rimes share nuclei, all subjects learn nucleus-affix associations
during Stage I. Therefore, the results of Stage I allow us to assess between-subject
differences in learning rate. Thus, we can ensure that subjects who are assigned to learn
rime-affix associations are not simply better learners than those who are assigned to
learn bodies.

Finally, the results of Stage I provide us with base rates of generalization from a set
of rimes or bodies to a novel rime/body that consists of segments that have been
presented and associated with the same response but have never been presented together.
Thus, we can see how likely it is that subjects shown that A is paired with X and B
is paired with X would generalize that AB would also be paired with X if it were to
be presented. Since we do not necessarily expect this generalization rate to differ de-
pending on whether AB is a rime or a body, reactions to stimuli containing the crucial
wholes (/++/ and /tR/ or /++/ and /Rt/) prior to training on those wholes provides us
with a baseline level of accuracy to which the accuracy level following training on
wholes can be compared.

In the second stage, AB and CD tokens are introduced and subjects learn that AB
(/++/ or /++/) is (surprisingly) associated with Y (/mìn/) while CD (/tR/ or /Rt/) is
paired with X (/num/) (as training on A-X, B-X, C-Y, and D-Y associations continues).
Subjects are then asked to predict the affixes of unfamiliar stem syllables containing

6 It is important to note that X, Y, A, B, C, and D could be anything. For instance, Goldstone (2000)
uses a very similar category structure to assess the impact of experience with a visual object on whether the
object is represented holistically. Thus, the same paradigm can be used to assess the nature of constituency
regardless of what the constituents are composed of and what AB and CD should be associated with. X and
Y do not have to be affixes. For instance, it is likely that the use of pictures instead of affixes would achieve
the same result.

7 One reason why these results may not apply to the present experiment is that Newport and Aslin (2004)
found that learning of dependencies between nonadjacent units was poor when the nonadjacent units were
separated by an entire syllable but quite good when the units were separated by a single segment, like in
the present experiment.
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the now-familiar AB and CD (/++/ and /Rt/ for subjects in the rime condition or /++/
and /tR/ in the body condition). The results of this generalization test indicate how
easy it is to learn rime-affix vs. body-affix associations. Since we know how easy it
is to learn coda-affix vs. onset-affix associations from the results of Stage I, we can
determine whether differences in learnability between body-affix and rime-affix associ-
ations can be explained by differences in learnability between onset-affix and coda-
affix associations by regressing Stage I accuracy out of Stage II accuracy. Subjects’
performance on novel syllables containing just one of the segments of a familiar rime
following Stage II training also tells us whether subjects are able to associate a rime
with an affix with which its parts are not associated.

Just as it is important to make sure that subjects are not learning segment-affix
associations rather than rime-affix associations, it is also important to ensure that sub-
jects are not simply memorizing individual stem-affix pairs presented during training
and using analogy to generalize to novel syllables presented during the test phase. This
can be ensured by using a wide variety of stems during training and assessed by present-
ing both familiar and novel syllables during testing. If subjects are just as accurate with
novel syllables containing the familiar rime /++/ as with syllables containing /++/ that
have been presented during training, we can be confident that subjects are learning
rime-affix rather than syllable-affix associations during training.

2.2. PARTICIPANTS. The participants were introductory psychology students at Indi-
ana University who received course credit in exchange for participation. They were
not rewarded for accuracy or speed. All participants reported being native English
speakers with no history of speech, language, or hearing impairment. There were seven-
teen participants in each of the four subject groups (rime-prefix, rime-suffix, body-
prefix, and body-suffix).

2.3. MATERIALS.
SELECTION OF RIMES AND BODIES TO BE COMPARED. Convergent estimates of the fre-

quencies of various rimes, bodies, onsets, vowels, and codas were obtained from the
MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart 1981, http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrc
database/uwa_mrc.htm), Kessler & Treiman 1997 (http://brettkessler.com/SyllStruct
DistPhon/), and the Hoosier Mental Lexicon (Nusbaum et al. 1984, http://128.252.27
.56/Neighborhood/SearchHome.asp). In order to minimize physical differences between
onsets and codas, certain consonants were excluded from consideration: (i) voiceless
stops, due to the presence of aspiration in onsets of stressed syllables but not in codas,
(ii) nasals, since they have much more nasalizing influence on the preceding vowel
than on the following one, (iii) /r/, because of fusion with the preceding vowel, (iv)
/l/, because of vast differences in pronunciation in onset and coda positions, (v) /w/
and /j/, because of restriction to word-initial position, (vi) /d/ and /z/, because of possible
morphological interpretation in coda position, and (vii) affricates, because they may
be internally complex.8

Table 2 presents the relative frequencies of the selected consonants in onset and
coda position across databases. Both of the consonants selected for the experiment are
relatively balanced in how frequently they are used in the onset vs. in the coda. If
anything, the consonants are slightly more frequent in the onset. The databases display
a remarkably high agreement regarding the distributions of the consonants.

8 Note that these segments were excluded from being associated with affixes: /l/, /d/, /z/, /t+/, and /dÇ/
could still appear elsewhere in the stem, although /l/ occurred only in the generalization stimuli.
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DATABASE MRC KESSLER & TREIMAN HML
CONSONANT 1997

On Cd %On On Cd %On On Cd %On
t 102 97 51 88 67 57 80 77 51
+ 89 70 56 65 44 60 70 54 56

TABLE 2. Type frequencies of the consonants used as the crucial onsets and codas in
monomorphemic CVC words in English.

Table 3 shows the frequency distributions for rimes and bodies chosen for the study
from the Hoosier Mental Lexicon. As can be seen from the table, there is evidence
that the chosen vowels are linked to the coda more strongly than they are linked to the
onset in the syllables presented to subjects. The rimes in the study are more frequent
than the bodies. In addition, chi-square calculations shown in Lee 2006 indicate that
the chosen rimes occur much more often than would be expected from the frequencies
of the component nuclei and codas, whereas the chosen bodies do not. Thus, statistical
influences on constituency favor the C-VC division over the CV-C division for the
stimuli used in the present study.

CV VC
FREQUENCY n2 FREQUENCY n2

++ vs. ++ 8 .06 21 38.51
tR vs. Rt 5 1.48 17 22.59

TABLE 3. Type frequencies in monomorphemic CVC words for the chosen rimes and bodies in HML
and chi-square values from Lee 2006, indicating that the frequencies of /++/ and /Rt/ are much

more frequent than expected based on the frequencies of /+/, /R/, /+/Cd, and /t/Cd whereas
/++/ and /tR/ are about as frequent as expected.

PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES. The syllables /mìn/ and /num/ were used as both the prefix
and the suffix. The syllables were chosen so that none of the rules had an obvious
phonetic motivation (e.g. being assimilatory, thus motivated by coarticulation). In addi-
tion, we ensured that the set of consonants adjoining the stem was the same for prefixes
and suffixes. These consonants (nasals) were chosen to be relatively perceptible and
relatively unlikely to interfere with the perception of the adjacent stem consonant. In
order for the suffixes not to cause perceptual resyllabification, stems and affixes were
recorded separately and concatenated using Praat; thus the coda of the first syllable
sounds like a (word-final) coda, rather than the beginning of an onset. Pilot subjects
(recruited from the Speech Research Lab) reported perceiving the syllable boundary
to fall before the suffix (/num/ or /mìn/). The affixes were produced only once by the
speaker. The speaker did not know that these syllables had any special status. Each
syllable was produced in isolation in response to a visual prompt appearing on a monitor
for a fixed amount of time.

TRAINING STIMULI. The training stimuli for consonant-affix dependencies can be de-
scribed by the templates in 1–2. The training stimuli for vowel-affix dependencies fit
the templates in 3–4 with the constraint that the two consonants in a syllable could
not be identical: stimuli with identical consonants were reserved for generalization.
The stimuli exemplifying body-affix dependencies in training are shown in 5, while
the stimuli exemplifying rime-affix dependencies are shown in 6. All words from set
5 and set 6 were used. Sets 1–2 were sampled randomly to generate twenty-six words
exemplifying consonant-affix pairings, sixteen of which were used in Stage I and ten
in Stage II. From each word, a minimal pair was then produced by either changing the
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crucial consonant or changing the vowel to some other vowel randomly. Members of
a minimal pair were presented together to the participants. For the vowels, twenty-
eight word pairs were created.

(1) Rime condition: �b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+��i;ì;o;u��t;+�
(2) Body condition: �t;+��i;ì;o;u��b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+�
(3) Rime condition: �b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+;t;+��+;R��b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+�
(4) Body condition: �b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+��+;R��b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+;t;+�
(5) Rime-affix dependencies: �b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+��++;Rt� plus /t++/, /+Rt/
(6) Body-affix dependencies: �++;tR��b;d;θ;L;s;z;f;v;Ç;dÇ;t+� plus /++t/, /tR+/

GENERALIZATION STIMULI. The generalization stimuli were of four types: (i) stimuli
that contained consonant clusters in the unattended position (the position not involved
in the generalizations always contained one consonant during training), for example,
/sk++/ for subjects learning rime-affix associations or /++sk/ for those learning body-
affix associations; (ii) stimuli that contained /l/ as the consonant in the unattended
position (the consonant did not occur during training), for example, /l++/ for rime-
trained subjects or /++l/ for body-trained ones; and (iii) stimuli in which the two conso-
nants of the stem were identical, for example, /z+z/, /tRt/, /+ì+/. No significant differ-
ences between generalization stimulus types were found, and hence the results reported
below are averaged across generalization stimulus types. Accuracies by stimulus are
shown in Appendix B.

STIMULUS RECORDING. All syllables involved in the study were produced by a single
male native American-English speaker who was unaware of the purpose of the study.
In addition to the stimuli used in the study, the speaker also produced a large number
of distractors that did not involve the target rimes and bodies.

2.4. PROCEDURES. Participants were first trained on vowel-affix and consonant-affix
cooccurrence relations. During the four-minute training session, they listened to stems
containing the relevant consonants and vowels (but not to ones containing the relevant
rimes or bodies) paired with affixes. They were instructed not to press any buttons.
The stimuli were arranged so that every stem-affix combination (‘word’) was followed
by another word whose stem differed from the stem of the first combination by one
segment (either a consonant or a vowel), for example, /b++-mìn/ followed by /bì+-
num/ or /bìt-num/ followed by /but-num/. The words in these minimal pairs differed
in the affix they took in half of the trials. Thus, the difference between the words in
a minimal pair was irrelevant for affix choice in half of the pairs (as in /bìt-num/
followed by /but-num/). This balancing ensured that the training does not place stimuli
sharing the rime next to each other more often than it places stimuli sharing the body
next to each other.

This training session was followed by a testing session in which subjects were pre-
sented with stems they have already heard but the affix was replaced by a Gaussian
noise with the same amplitude contour and duration as the average of the two affixes
(/mìn/ and /num/). The subjects were instructed to guess which affix has been replaced
with noise. Once they made their guess, the correct stem � affix combination was
pronounced. In the subsequent generalization block, the subjects heard novel stems
paired with noise. No feedback was given.

After the generalization block, participants complete a second training-feedback-
generalization cycle. In this second stage, participants receive training on both parts
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and wholes. Thus subjects learn either rime-affix, vowel-affix, and coda-affix associa-
tions or body-affix, vowel-affix, and onset-affix associations.

Table 4 summarizes how much total training and testing subjects get for each type
of potential constituent. Since previous research (Bonatti et al. 2005, Creel et al. 2006)
suggested that vowels are less associable than consonants (albeit in word-segmentation
tasks, which may behave differently from the present task), subjects received more
training on vowel-affix associations than on consonant-affix associations.

GENERALIZATION

TRAINING TRIALS FEEDBACK TRIALS TOTAL TRAINING TRIALS

STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE STAGE

CONSTITUENT I II I II I II I II
C 32 20 20 10 52 30 16 16
V 32 24 20 10 52 34 28 28
body/rime 0 48 0 10 0 58 12 22
TOTAL 64 92 40 30 104 122 56 66

TABLE 4. The numbers of training, training with feedback, and generalization trials presented
to participants over the course of the experiment, broken down by stage and type

of association (consonant-affix vs. vowel-affix vs. body/rime-affix).

The stimuli were presented over headphones at a comfortable listening level. Subjects
were seated at a testing station consisting of a computer on a desk surrounded by cubicle
walls. Instructions presented in Appendix A appeared on the screen between the stages
of the experiment. The subjects could take as much time as they needed to read the
instructions. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four subject groups and
one of the computers in the room (each computer was used by subjects assigned to
each group).

3. RESULTS. Predictions of hierarchical and dependency-based theories of constitu-
ency differ in respect to the results of Stage II training, in which a CV or VC sequence
within the CVC stem syllables is paired with one affix, while the segments comprising
the CV or VC are paired with a different affix. During Stage I, the crucial CVs or
VCs are never presented, and thus subjects simply acquire segment-affix associations.
Neither theory makes predictions about the results of training on segment-affix associa-
tions. Thus the results of Stage I are of interest only as a means of ensuring that the
results of Stage II are due to the difference in constituency between CV and VC rather
than to differences between subjects that exist prior to training or to differences between
the onset and the coda. The way to make sure that the results of Stage II cannot be
explained by differences between groups that exist prior to Stage II training is to regress
the results of Stage I training out of results of Stage II training. Therefore, results of
Stage II training are presented first.

3.1. AFTER TRAINING ON THE CRUCIAL BODIES OR RIMES.
LEARNABILITY OF RIME-AFFIX VS. BODY-AFFIX ASSOCIATIONS. As shown in Figure 5,

subjects who were exposed to rime-affix pairings during Stage II pressed the appropriate
button in response to novel syllables containing a relevant rime in 73% of the cases,
which is significantly above chance (50%) according to a one-sample t-test (t(33) �
5.955, p � 0.0005). That is, the subjects succeeded in learning to respond with /mìn/
when presented with a syllable ending in /++/ and to respond with /num/ when presented
with a syllable ending with /Rt/ following Stage II. By contrast, subjects who were
exposed to body-affix correlations did not learn those correlations, responding at chance
levels (47%). That is, when presented with a syllable that began with /++/ or /tR/ the
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subjects responded with either /mìn/ or /num/ with equal probability, regardless of the
phonological shape of the stem.

A Type III analysis of variance (ANOVA)9 with constituency, affix location, and
correct response (/mìn/ vs. /num/) as independent variables (fixed factors) and accuracy
as the dependent variable showed a main effect of constituency (rime vs. body, F(1,66)
� 123.431, p � 0.0005) with a large effect size (Cohen’s d � 1.17). There was no
significant difference in associability between prefixes and suffixes (F(1,66) � 0.431,
p � 0.517), no significant effect of correct response and consequently rime/body iden-
tity (/mìn/ vs. /num/, /++/++/ vs. /tR/Rt/ (F(1,66) � 1.026, p � 0.315), and no signifi-
cant interactions. Planned by-subjects and by-items t-tests confirmed the significance
of the effect of constituency (by subjects: t(66) � 5.401, p � 0.0001, by items: t(42)
� 13.445, p � 0.0001).

body-prefix
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%
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FIGURE 5. Rime associations are easier to learn than body associations. Bars show means: error bars show
by-subject standard errors. (By-item standard errors are smaller (�/�1.4%).)

These results suggest that rimes are more associable than bodies: rime-affix associa-
tions are easier to learn than body-affix associations. At this point we can reject any
explanation of these results that is based on differences in associability between prefixes
and suffixes as well as explanations based on locality effects. The rime is more associa-
ble than the body regardless of whether the subjects are learning prefix associations
or suffix associations and thus also regardless of whether the affix is adjacent to the
stem-internal segment sequence that it cooccurs with. In addition, lack of significant
interactions with correct response indicates that there were no significant differences

9 A Type III ANOVA tests for unique contributions of each factor by comparing variance predicted by
a model that includes all independent variables to variance predicted by a model that excludes the independent
variable in question (but includes its interactions with other independent variables).
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between the two bodies or between the two rimes. In the following section we examine
whether rimes share their associations with the component segments.

WHETHER ASSOCIATIONS OF A RIME ARE ASSOCIATIONS OF THE COMPONENT SEGMENTS.
Dependency-based accounts of syllabic constituency propose that it is not possible to
associate a rime with an affix without associating the component segments with the
same affix. Thus, we need to determine whether Stage II training simply causes partici-
pants exposed to rime-affix pairings to reassociate codas and nuclei with the response
that is appropriate for the rime. If this were the case, accuracy on syllables containing
just one of the parts of a crucial rime would fall below chance. Table 5 shows that this
is not the case: accuracy on coda-affix and nucleus-affix dependencies does not fall
significantly below chance following Stage II training, remaining at around 49%, sug-
gesting that subjects really are learning rime-affix rather than segment-affix associations
during Stage II.10

RIME TRAINING BODY TRAINING

CODA VOWEL ONSET VOWEL

55 44 57 50
49 53

TABLE 5. Accuracy on consonant-affix and vowel-affix relations after body/rime training:
effects of affix location, segment type, and constituent/consonant location.

Another way to assess whether rime-affix associations are really coda-affix and
nucleus-affix associations is to compare each subject’s accuracy on rimes following
Stage II training to the accuracy we would expect given the same subject’s accuracy
on the component segments. The most generous way to estimate the latter is to subtract
the minimum of the subject’s accuracy on consonant-affix dependencies and his/her
accuracy on vowel-affix dependencies from 1. For instance, if a certain subject has an
accuracy of .25 on consonant-affix dependencies and an accuracy of .64 on vowel-
affix dependencies, we would take 1 � .25 � .75 to be his/her predicted accuracy on
rime-affix dependencies. Thus s/he would be assumed to use his/her incorrect conso-
nant-affix association and ignore his/her correct vowel-affix association when presented
with the rime containing both the consonant and the vowel, thus maximizing his/her
accuracy with the rime. Even with this extremely generous estimate, the subjects in
the rime condition are more accurate with rime-affix dependencies than would be pre-
dicted by their segment-affix associations (t(33) � 3.78, p � 0.0006). By contrast,
the subjects’ accuracy on body-affix dependencies is not significantly different from
what would be predicted by their accuracy on segment-affix dependencies (numerically,
accuracy on bodies is even lower than predicted with this extremely generous estimation
technique; t(33) � �1.3, p � 0.2).

FAMILIAR VS. NOVEL SYLLABLES. One possible interpretation of the better performance
of subjects exposed to rime-affix dependencies compared to subjects exposed to body-
affix dependencies is that all subjects are actually learning syllable-affix dependencies
but that such pairings are easier to learn when syllables paired with the same affix are
similar. Previous research has found that English speakers judge syllables sharing rimes

10 Generalization accuracy on vowels and consonants displays main effects of constituent (F(1,66) �

10.421, onset vs. coda, p � 0.001) and segment type (F(1,66) � 23.851, consonant vs. vowel, p � 0.0005).
Subjects are somewhat more accurate on segment associations when they are exposed to body, rather than
rime associations. In addition, the main effect of segment type is present: subjects are more accurate on
consonants than on vowels.
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to be more similar than syllables sharing bodies (Bendrien 1992, Derwing & Nearey
1986, Kapatsinski 2006, Nelson & Nelson 1970, Vitz & Winkler 1973, Yoon & Derwing
2001). Therefore, subjects could perform better when exposed to rime-affix dependen-
cies than when exposed to body-affix dependencies if they are learning syllable-affix
pairings in either case and there is no difference in associability between bodies and
rimes (Geudens et al. 2005). However, if subjects are learning syllable-affix pairings,
they should perform better when presented with familiar syllables than when presented
with novel syllables.

Table 6 compares subjects’ performance on novel syllables (not presented during
training) and familiar syllables. When the data from all subject groups are combined
in one ANOVA, there is no main effect of syllable familiarity (F(1,66) � 0.002, p �
0.98). Examination of the pattern of data shown in Table 6 with separate ANOVAs
conducted for rime-affix and body-affix subject groups showed that the only subjects
for whom there is a significant difference between familiar and novel syllables in the
expected direction are subjects acquiring body-prefix associations. For rimes, the effect
is in the other direction (F(1,33) � 5.433, p � 0.02): subjects perform slightly better
on novel syllables. Therefore, we can reject the hypothesis that our subjects are learning
syllable-affix associations instead of rime-affix associations.

CONSTITUENT RIME BODY

AFFIX PREFIX SUFFIX PREFIX SUFFIX

familiar syllables 71 66 60 49
novel syllables 74 71 49 49

TABLE 6. Testing with familiar vs. novel syllables.

To summarize the results of Stage II training, rimes are easier to associate with
affixes than bodies, rimes can have associations that their component segments do not
have, and accuracy with novel syllables containing a familiar rime is as high as with
familiar syllables containing a familiar rime. In the following section, we turn to the
results of training on segment-affix dependencies prior to learning that there is some-
thing special about the crucial rimes or bodies in order to determine whether the differ-
ence between bodies and rimes can be ascribed to a difference between onsets and
codas, the only parts bodies and rimes do not share, or to differences in learning abilities
between subjects assigned to different groups.

3.2. PRIOR TO TRAINING ON RIMES OR BODIES. In the present experiment, before the
stage in which the crucial rime-affix or body-affix pairings are presented (Stage II),
subjects are exposed to segment-affix pairings. Thus, prior to learning that a body or
rime CD is associated with an affix Y, the subjects are exposed to stimuli that show
that the segment C is always paired with the suffix X, as is the segment D. The results
of this stage of training (Stage I) allow us to compare the learnability of coda-affix
associations to the learnability of onset-affix associations. This is necessary to show
that the rime/body difference observed in Stage II is not due to an onset/coda difference.
Table 7 shows how accurate subjects were on consonant-affix and vowel-affix associa-
tions prior to training on rime-affix or body-affix associations. The results were analyzed

SUFFIX PREFIX MEAN

coda 61 73 67
onset 67 71 69
vowel 57 57 57

TABLE 7. Accuracy on consonant-affix and vowel-affix relations prior to training on wholes.
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using a Type III ANOVA with constituent, affix, segment type (consonant vs. vowel),
and correct response as independent variables.

Most importantly, there is no significant effect of syllabic position on consonant
associability (coda-affix associations are generalized to novel syllables at a rate of 67%
compared to 69% for the onsets). It is not the case that codas are significantly more
or less associable than onsets. Thus, the difference in learnability between rime-affix
and body-affix associations cannot come from a difference in learnability between
onset-affix and coda-affix associations. In addition, subject groups do not differ signifi-
cantly on how well they acquire vowel-affix associations (achieving an accuracy level
of 57% in both cases). This result indicates that the differences that are observed
between subjects acquiring rime-affix associations and those acquiring body-affix asso-
ciations are not simply due to how good the subjects assigned to those groups are at
associative learning of the type tested in this experiment.

Accuracy on both consonant-affix and vowel-affix dependencies decreases from
Stage I to Stage II for both subjects exposed to rime-affix dependencies and subjects
exposed to body-affix dependencies (for consonants, t(15) � 3.68, p � 0.002 for
subjects in the body condition, t(15) � 2.815, p � 0.01 for subjects in the rime
condition; for vowels, t(27) � 2.34, p � 0.03 for subjects in the body condition, t(27)
� 1.93, p � 0.06 for subjects in the rime condition). The size of the decrease in
accuracy on segment-affix dependencies does not vary depending on whether rime-
affix or body-affix dependencies are presented in Stage II (for consonants, t(15) �
0.26, p � 0.8; for vowels, t(27) � 0.22, p � 0.82). This result suggests that segments
contained in a rime or a body that is paired with a certain affix (e.g. /+/ and /+/ contained
within /++/, which is paired with /mìn/) are parsed out of the signal when the rime or
the body is presented, thus becoming associated with the affix appropriate for the rime
or body (e.g. exposure to /++/-/mìn/ leads to the formation of /+/-/mìn/ and /+/-/mìn/
associations). The reason the segments composing one of the rimes associated with an
affix do not end up being associated with the same affix that the rime is associated
with is not that associations of rimes do not transfer to segments that compose them.
Rather, the reason is that the subjects are exposed to examples in which individual
segments composing a rime are not paired with the same response the rime is paired
with. This result is consistent with a model in which segments composing a constituent
are nonetheless parsed out of the signal and inconsistent with a model in which the
rime unit is not subdivided further into nucleus and coda.

There is a significant difference between consonants and vowels (F(1,66) � 48.108,
p � 0.0005): accuracy is lower for vowel-affix associations than for consonant-affix
associations. In addition, there is a significant affix-type-by-segment-type interaction
(F(1,64) � 16.908, p � 0.0005). Table 7 shows that this is due to coda-suffix associa-
tions being learned worse than other consonant-affix associations. While this interaction
cannot account for the main effect in Fig. 5, it raises the possibility that accuracy
in the rime-suffix group is higher than in the body-affix groups because rime-suffix
associations face less competition from consonant-affix associations than do body-affix
associations.

In order to assess whether the apparent difference in learnability between rime-suffix
and body-affix associations could be caused by a difference in learnability between
coda-suffix and onset-affix associations, I correlated each subject’s accuracy on constit-
uent-affix associations following Stage II training with his/her accuracy on consonant-
affix associations in Stage I. The correlation was very close to zero (r � �.016, p �
0.9), indicating that a subject’s performance on consonant-affix associations during
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Stage I does not predict his/her performance on rime-affix or body-affix associations
following Stage II. The amount of between-subject variance in performance on constitu-
ent-affix associations following Stage II accounted for by performance on consonant-
affix associations is .03% whereas constituency accounts for 26% of the variance. Thus
a subject assigned to learn rime-suffix associations learns better than a subject assigned
to learn body-affix associations, regardless of how well s/he has learned consonant-
affix associations. Finally, performance on consonant-affix associations following Stage
II does not differ between subjects in the rime-suffix condition and other subjects
groups (the accuracy on coda-suffix associations is 57% after rime-suffix pairings are
introduced, compared to 52% for coda-prefix associations, 53% for onset-suffix associa-
tions, and 61% for onset-prefix associations). This evidence indicates that the high
learnability of rime-suffix associations in Stage II is not due to low learnability of coda-
suffix associations in Stage I.

Finally, we need to determine whether the results shown in Fig. 5 might be due to
differences in how much participants infer about the crucial rimes or bodies in Stage
I, the stage during which the crucial rimes or bodies are not presented, since this
knowledge must be unlearned during Stage II. Prior to training on stimuli that contain
the relevant bodies or rimes, the subjects are trained to associate affixes with consonants
and vowels that compose the crucial rimes and bodies. In XOR learning, the whole is
associated with a different response from both of its parts. Therefore, training on seg-
ment-affix associations should make stimuli containing the crucial rimes or bodies elicit
responses that turn out to be incorrect in Stage II. If this happens, accuracy on stimuli
containing the crucial rimes or bodies should be below chance prior to training on those
rimes or bodies (i.e. prior to Stage II). Table 8 shows the results. As in Table 7, the
rime-suffix condition is significantly different from the other conditions (the interaction
of constituent and affix is significant: F(1,64) � 5.51, p � 0.019).

RIME-PREFIX RIME-SUFFIX BODY-PREFIX BODY-SUFFIX

29 43 28 26

TABLE 8. Rime/body baseline: accuracy (% correct) on novel syllables containing rimes/bodies
that are yet to be associated with the opposite affixes to the ones their segments have

already been associated with.

Given this result, subjects who are about to be exposed to rime-suffix dependencies
need to improve by fewer percentage points than other subjects, including those exposed
to body-affix dependencies, to reach the same level of performance following Stage
II. Thus we need to determine whether a subject’s accuracy level following Stage I
can account for the variance in accuracy following Stage II that is accounted for by
the rime/body distinction. A subject’s accuracy on wholes after Stage I and his/her
accuracy on wholes after Stage II are correlated at an r of only .1, which means that
between-subject differences in accuracy following Stage I can account for only 1% of
the between-subject variance in accuracy after Stage II, whereas constituency of the
to-be-associated string (rime vs. body) accounts for 26% of between-subject variance.
Between-subject linear-regression analyses with constituency and the subject’s Stage
I accuracy on the wholes as predictors of the subject’s Stage II accuracy were performed
on the data. Three analyses were performed. In one analysis, the data from all subject
groups were analyzed together. The second analysis involved only data from groups
that were exposed to pairings of nonadjacent strings (rime-suffix vs. coda-prefix). The
third analysis involved only data from subjects for whom the affixes followed the stem.
In all analyses, constituency was significant (t(66) � 4.84, p � 0.001 for the full
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dataset; t(32) � 2.955, p � 0.006 for subjects learning nonadjacent dependencies;
t(32) � 2.925, p � 0.006 for subjects learning constituent-suffix dependencies) while
pretraining accuracy was not (t(66) � 0.09, p � 0.93 for the full dataset; t(32) � 0.03,
p � 0.88 for nonlocal dependencies; t(32) � 0.84, p � 0.41 for suffix dependencies).11

Thus, differences in accuracy prior to training on wholes cannot account for differ-
ences in accuracy level following training on wholes. Hence, despite the fact that
subjects exposed to rime-suffix dependencies have less to unlearn during Stage II than
subjects exposed to rime-prefix, body-prefix, or body-suffix dependencies, this cannot
account for the difference between how well rime-suffix dependencies are learned
following Stage II training relative to body-affix dependencies.

4. DISCUSSION.
4.1. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS. To summarize the results, we ob-

serve that rime-affix associations are easier to learn than body-affix associations. Sub-
jects exposed to rime-affix pairings are able to generalize to novel syllables containing
familiar rimes well above chance (73%), while subjects exposed to body-affix pairings
do not generalize to novel syllables containing familiar bodies (47%) with the same
amount of training. Subjects exposed to rime-affix pairings acquire rime-affix associa-
tions rather than memorizing syllable-affix pairs, as indicated by the fact that accuracy
with novel syllables containing a familiar rime is not lower than accuracy with syllables
presented during training. Subjects are able to associate the rime with a response without
associating the response with individual segments composing the rime. The difference
between the body and the rime cannot be ascribed to a difference between the onset
and the coda, since onset-affix and coda-affix associations are equally easy to learn.
Finally, exposure to either rime-affix or body-affix dependencies in which a rime or
body is paired with a different response from the response appropriate for any one of
its component segments reduces accuracy on segment-affix dependencies.

These results are expected under a hierarchical theory of constituency in which the
rime is allocated a node while the body is not, while they are not expected under the
dependency-based theory in which neither the body nor the rime is allocated a node
and constituency is represented by the strengths of between-segment connections.

The dependency-based theory faces two challenges in accounting for these results.
A dependency-based theory does not have nodes representing whole constituents. Since
associations can only connect nodes, it is impossible for the constituent to have associa-
tions that its parts do not have (Dahl 1980, Hudson 1980a,b, Minsky & Papert 1969,
Pearce 1987, Wagner 1971), as shown in Fig. 3 in the introduction. For someone to
know that the rime CD is associated with an affix X, they must know that C is associated
with X and/or D is associated with X. This prediction is falsified by the results of the
present experiment. After the second stage, rimes are associated with affixes with which
the nuclei and codas that comprise rimes are not associated.

The dependency theory would not face a problem with accounting for the present
results if the rime were an elementary nondecomposable unit, rather than a constituent
grouping together the nucleus and the coda. Accuracy on a segment-affix association,
however, falls when a rime containing the segment is paired with a different affix. This
result indicates that the segments composing a rime are parsed out when the rime is
presented and thus perceived as being paired with the affix that is to be associated with
the rime, despite the fact that parsing segments out of the rimes paired with affixes is

11 For the full dataset, affix location was also entered as a predictor and was not significant.
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detrimental for performance in the present task. This result indicates that the rime is
a complex unit that contains smaller units and thus should not be allocated a node in
a dependency-based theory.

A number of previous studies have also provided support for the psychological reality
of segments. Vitz and Winkler (1973) show that sound-similarity judgments for a pair
of words had a correlation of .9 with number of mismatched segments. Stemberger
(1983) and Jaeger (2005), among others, find that most speech errors involve substitu-
tions of single segments, which are much more common than feature or syllable substitu-
tions. Boothroyd and Nittrouer (1988), Nearey (1990, 2003), and Benki (2003) find
that accuracy of identification of nonsense syllables in noise is highly accurately approx-
imated by the product of identification accuracies of the component segments. Hockema
(2006) shows that word segmentation based on segment transitions can be highly suc-
cessful in English.

The way for a dependency-based theory to account for the result that rimes can be
associated with affixes that are not associated with individual segments inside the rime
without invoking rime nodes is to assume that there is an activation threshold on the
affix. Suppose that the threshold is set so high that C or D on their own cannot activate
the affix X but low enough for C and D together to be able to activate the affix. Then
subjects would not guess that the affix is X when C is presented without D or D is
presented without C, but would guess that the affix is X if C and D are presented
together, accounting for the result.

This modification to the dependency-based theory, however, still would not allow
the theory to predict the results of the present experiment. In the experiment, body-
affix pairings and rime-affix pairings involved the same set of affixes (in fact, the same
exact acoustic tokens of the affixes). Therefore, it cannot be the case that there is
something about affixes that are associated with rimes that makes setting their activation
thresholds easier than setting activation thresholds of affixes that fail to be associated
with the bodies. Thus, the theory fails to account for the finding that learning rime-
affix associations is easier than learning body-affix associations.

The hierarchical theory straightforwardly predicts this result: the rime is allocated a
node while the body is not. Associations can only be formed between nodes. Therefore,
the rime is easier to associate with something else than the body. Furthermore, as
predicted by the hierarchical theory, this is a difference between rimes and bodies,
rather than a difference between the parts that bodies and rimes do not share, onsets
and codas. While affixes are easier to associate with rimes than with bodies, onset-
affix and coda-affix associations are equally learnable.

The finding that body-affix associations are harder to learn than onset-affix associa-
tions while onset-affix and coda-affix associations are equally learnable also rules out
the theory of syllable structure represented in Figure 6. This theory retains the basic
mechanism by which dependency-based theories account for constituency, namely,
strength of connections between parts of a constituent relative to between-segment
connections that cross constituent boundaries. However, unlike traditional dependency-
based theories, it allocates nodes to both the body and the rime (see Bod 1998 for a
similar proposal in syntax). Like a traditional dependency-based theory, the theory in
Fig. 6 proposes that constituents and strings that cross constituent boundaries do not
differ in whether or not they are allocated a node. Unlike a traditional dependency-
based theory, it can associate a rime or a body with an affix without associating individ-
ual segments with the same affix.
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NOn Cd

rimebody

FIGURE 6. An alternative dependency-based theory. Both constituents and strings that cross constituent bound-
aries are allocated nodes. Constituency is still represented by connection strength between parts of

constituents relative to the strength of connections that cross constituent boundaries.

The theory in Fig. 6 could predict that rime-affix associations are easier to learn than
body-affix associations. This would be done by proposing that activation spreads along
connections and highly activated nodes are easier to associate than less activated nodes.
Because of the high connection strength between parts of the rime, the rime may receive
more activation from its component segments than the body, making the rime easier
to associate with an affix than the body. Specifically, the stronger the connection be-
tween the nucleus and the coda, the more activation would reach the rime from the
nucleus through the coda (whereas activation spreading from the coda through the
nucleus would be split between the rime and the body).

In the present paradigm, however, the response appropriate for a whole is not the
response appropriate for its parts. Therefore, strengthening connections between parts
of the whole leads to increased interference from associations of the parts when the
whole is presented. This interference erroneously reduces accuracy on novel syllables
containing wholes whose parts are strongly connected, that is, constituents, relative to
novel syllables containing wholes whose parts are connected weakly, that is, nonconstit-
uents. Thus, despite the fact that the model predicts that the rime can be associated
with an affix more strongly than the body can, this difference is not predicted to make
subjects assigned to the rime condition more accurate in generalizing to novel syllables
containing a familiar two-segment string than subjects assigned to the body condition.

In this theory, the rime receives some activation from the coda and the nucleus. This
theory proposes that this amount of activation is greater than the amount of activation
the body receives from the nucleus and the onset because of the strong connection
between the nucleus and the coda. Since the nucleus is shared by the body and the
rime, it will send the same amount of activation to both. Thus the rime is predicted to
receive more activation than the body because the coda receives more activation than
the onset and sends some of this extra activation to the rime. Therefore the difference
in activation levels between the body and the rime cannot be greater than the difference
in activation levels between the onset and the coda. In XOR learning, the coda is ‘voting
for’ a response that is not the response the rime is voting for. Since the coda receives
at least as much extra activation as the rime due to increased connection strength
between the nucleus and the coda, the increase in the influence of the coda-affix associa-
tion will be at least enough to offset the increase in the influence of the rime-affix
association on the response (as long as the number of training trials involving the rime-
affix association does not exceed the number of training trials involving the coda-affix
association, which it does not in the present experiment, as shown in Table 4). Therefore,
accuracy on trials in which a familiar rime is presented will be as low as or lower than
accuracy on trials in which a familiar body is presented, contrary to the experimental
results.
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Thus, the present results are predicted by the hierarchical theory of constituency
and are inconsistent with a dependency-based representation of constituency within
monosyllabic CVC (non)words of the type used in the present experiment. In the follow-
ing section I examine versions of the hierarchical theory of constituency that are consis-
tent with the existing data on the structure of English syllables.

4.2. GRADIENCE IN A HIERARCHICAL THEORY OF CONSTITUENCY. A common criticism
of the hierarchical theory of constituency is that it cannot accommodate gradient results,
such as the finding that some rimes are more cohesive than others in English and some
bodies are more cohesive than some rimes (Lee & Goldrick 2008). However, just as
it is possible to have both gradient and categorical dependency-based theories (cf.
Anderson & Ewen 1987 vs. Vennemann 1988), it is possible to have both categorical
and gradient hierarchical theories of constituency. Where a categorical dependency-
based theory proposes that two segments either are or are not connected by a link, a
gradient dependency-based theory proposes that connection strength between segments
varies as a function of constituency. Similarly, where a categorical hierarchical theory
states that a string either is or is not allocated a node, a gradient hierarchical theory
could propose that nodes representing constituents can be activated with less input
(bottom-up) activation than nodes representing nonconstituents. This idea can be en-
coded by differences in the resting activation levels of nodes, with rime nodes having
higher resting activation levels than body nodes (some of the latter potentially having
a resting activation level of zero) or connection strength between part-to-whole connec-
tions, with nucleus-to-rime and coda-to-rime connections being stronger than onset-to-
body and nucleus-to-body connections (Berg 1995, Dahan et al. 2001). Alternatively,
constituents could be more readily allocated a node (or nodes) than nonconstituents
when they need to be associated with something else; that is, less evidence for an
association between a string and something else may be necessary to allocate the string
a separate representation when the string is a constituent. This notion of constituency
has been proposed by Warker and Dell (2006), who suggest that biphone units are
allocated representations in the hidden layer of a connectionist network more easily
than segment-speaker conjunctions because different segments connect to the same
hidden layer that is used to mediate between segments and their associates while acous-
tic correlates of indexical information do not share the hidden layer with the segments.

Whereas a categorical hierarchical theory of speech perception predicts that a constitu-
ent is always parsed out of the acoustic signal while a nonconstituent is never parsed out,
a gradient theory predicts that a constituent, such as the rime in the present study, is more
likely to be parsed out of the signal than a nonconstituent, such as the body in the present
stimuli. Whenever a string is parsed out of the signal, it can be associated with other strings
that are parsed out of the signal in close temporal proximity. Thus, rimes are expected to
be easier to associate with affixes if rimes are more likely to be parsed out of the signal
and thus have an opportunity to be associated with something else. Alternatively, the dif-
ference in activation levels between constituents and nonconstituents can be conceptual-
ized as a difference in salience, rather than parseability. Thus, rimes may not be more
likely to be parsed out of the signal than bodies. Rather, a body that has been parsed out
of the signal may be less salient than a rime that has been parsed out.

If hierarchical theories predict that constituency is parseability/salience, an interesting
question to address is WHEN constituency is parseability/salience (see also Hudson
1980b). In other words, what are the factors that increase the salience of a unit and
make it likely to be parsed out of the acoustic signal? What is it that makes the rimes
of our stem syllables more likely to be parsed out of the signal than bodies?
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4.3. EXPLANATIONS FOR DIFFERENCES IN PARSEABILITY. A number of factors conspire
to ensure that the rime is more cohesive than the body in the present stimuli, including
(i) overall statistics of segment cooccurrence within English syllables, (ii) statistics of
segment cooccurrence within the particular syllables used in the present study, (iii)
potential lexicality, a.k.a., possible word status, and (iv) actual lexicality. It is as yet
unknown which of these factors are necessary and/or sufficient to make the rime easier
to parse out of the signal than the body.

First, nuclei tend to cooccur with codas more than with onsets in English, and the
rimes (/++/ and /Rt/) used in the present study are more frequent than the bodies (/++/
and /tR/). Lee (2006, Lee & Goldrick 2008) showed that frequency of cooccurrence
between segments influences the likelihood that a sequence of segments is split in a
speech error. It is therefore possible that strings of cooccurring segments are more
likely to be parsed out of the signal than strings of noncooccurring segments (Elman
1990, Perruchet & Vinter 1998; see also Goldstone 2000 for configural-learning evi-
dence that visual features fuse into larger perceptual units as they are experienced often
over the course of training).

In addition, /++/ and /Rt/ are well-formed words of English, whereas /++/ and /tR/
are neither words nor well formed in that they cannot stand on their own. It may be
the case that for a difference in associability to be observed between a pair of segment
strings, the segment strings must differ in potential or actual lexicality. After all, a
potential word is, by definition, something that is easy to associate with a meaning.
For instance, Norris et al. 1997 and Cutler et al. 2001 argue that effects of syllable
structure in monitoring tasks, where subjects tend to detect syllables more easily than
segment strings that cross syllable boundaries, are due to the fact that syllables are
possible words in the language and segment strings crossing constituent boundaries are
often not. Thus, it may be the case that two segment strings that differ in linguistic
constituency but do not differ in (potential) lexicality may not differ in associability
either. Consequently, we would not be able to claim that such strings differ in parseabil-
ity or salience and the difference in constituency would be more appropriately modeled
by a difference in between-segment connection strength. Thus, it is important to manipu-
late lexicality, potential lexicality, and between-segment cooccurrence in future re-
search.12

Another possibility is that, while constituents are more likely to be parsed out of the
signal than nonconstituents, they are not parsed out in the course of normal language
processing but can be parsed out if needed. A possible alternative to the present static
theories of constituent structure in which constituents are processing units (e.g. Mehler
1981) is a dynamic distributed model that would dynamically create constituent repre-
sentations if they are needed for a learning task (cf. Warker & Dell 2006). Equipped
with the assumption that a node is easier to create if the chunk it represents consists
of two strongly connected parts than if it consists of weakly interconnected parts, such
a model could potentially account for the results. It would only do so, however, by
incorporating the basic assumption of hierarchical theories, which is that constituents

12 All of these influences on parseability appear to be shared between phonology and syntax. The parallel
to between-segment cooccurrence in syntax is between-word cooccurrence. The parallel to potential lexicality
is potential referentiality. For instance, consider the sentences in (i) and (ii) below. Here, the constituents
this wug and that wug can refer to different referents and stand on their own whereas the nonconstituents
wug this and wug that cannot.

(i) He gave this wug that glorp.
(ii) He gave that wug this glorp.
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are easier to parse out of the signal than strings that cross constituent boundaries. This
model then differs from a traditional hierarchical model only in its assumptions about
what makes a constituent likely to be parsed out of the signal.

Under this model, a constituent node is formed only when it is needed for a configural-
learning task, that is, a task that requires the subjects to associate the whole with a
different response than either of its parts is associated with. Therefore, if subjects were
exposed to a set of syllables sharing rimes paired with a particular affix, they would
not be expected to form rime-affix associations, forming segment-affix associations
instead. As a result, at least if a syllable familiarity effect is not obtained, there should
not be any rime familiarity effect. Thus, generalization to novel C++ stimuli should be
no easier from a list of C++-mìn training items than from a list of CV+-mìn and C+C-
mìn training items that do not include C++-mìn stimuli under this model.

4.4. SPECIFICITY OF THE ASSOCIATED REPRESENTATIONS. All of the theories discussed
above assume that the differences between constituents and nonconstituents stem from
how easy it is to extract constituents vs. nonconstituents during an encounter with a
linguistic signal that contains it. A major alternative explanation is that the differences
in associability come from how easy it is to detect that two words share the same rime
as opposed to how easy it is to detect that they share the same body.

If listeners do not categorize incoming speech into phonemic categories automatically
(e.g. Port & Leary 2005), and variations in the coda have a greater impact on vowel
quality than variations in the onset (Fowler 1987), the equivalence of different tokens
of the same rime may be easier to detect than the equivalence of different tokens of
the same body (see Geudens et al. 2005). As a result, acquiring rime associations would
be easier than acquiring body associations. Generalization of rime associations to novel
syllables would also be easier than generalization of body associations simply because
the generalization stimuli would be (subphonemically) more similar to the training
stimuli in the rime condition than in the body condition.13

This hypothesis necessarily predicts incomplete generalization in both rime and body
conditions. If subjects are learning pairings between specific tokens of rimes or syllables
presented during training and affixes, they should perform worse with novel tokens of
familiar rimes placed in unfamiliar syllables than with familiar tokens of rimes in
familiar syllables. Subjects in the rime condition, however, perform just as well with
novel syllables containing new tokens of familiar rimes as with familiar syllables con-
taining familiar tokens of familiar rimes. Thus, subjects appear to generalize to a roughly
phonological level of abstraction, associating affixes with rime types, such as [++],
rather than with specific rime tokens, and phonological rime representations are more
associable than phonological representations of bodies.14

13 The specificity-based approach may be able to account for the results of Lee 2006 and Lee & Goldrick
2008 as well. Given that there are more codas than onsets in Korean, a given rime is more acoustically
variable than a given body, leading Koreans to treat the body as a constituent. Assuming that categorization
is easier when the category has many exemplars, one would also predict that high-frequency units should
be more associable than low-frequency units.

14 Nonetheless, it is possible that a token of a rime is as likely to be extracted from the signal as a token
of a body but that rime tokens are easier to classify into the corresponding types than body tokens are. That
is, the present results suggest that an abstract, phonological representation of a constituent is easier to extract
from the signal than an abstract representation of a nonconstituent and that associations are formed between
abstract constituent representations. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that concrete, token represen-
tations of constituents are just as easy to extract from the signal as tokens of nonconstituents.
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4.5. CONSONANTS VS. VOWELS. Vowels were found to be less associable than conso-
nants. These results are consistent with previous findings of Bonatti and colleagues
(2005), who found that French speakers can learn statistical dependencies between
nonadjacent consonants better than they can learn dependencies between nonadjacent
vowels. It is not clear, however, what is responsible for these results.

One possibility is that there is more variation in vowels than in consonants (Creel
et al. 2006). This could make vowel associations harder to acquire: the difference
between the speaker’s and the listener’s vowel categories may be greater than the
difference between their consonant categories, and the vowel categories may not be as
well separated in production as the consonant categories. In addition, the speaker’s
vowel productions may vary more than his consonant productions.

Another possibility is that consonants are more associable because there are more
irrelevant consonant types than vowel types: the consonants occurring in training are
/b/, /d/, t/, /θ/, /L/, /s/, /z/, /f/, /v/, /+/, /Ç/, /dÇ/, and /t+/. By contrast, the only vowels
that occur are /i/, /ì/, /o/, /u/, /+/, and /R/. As a result, the subjects might have a harder
time noticing which vowels are predictive (/+/ and /R/) since all vowels are relatively
frequent in the experiment. Conversely, given that a vowel occurs in a greater variety
of contexts that a consonant does, it may be harder to notice that all tokens of the
vowel belong to the same phoneme. Equalizing the numbers of consonants and vowels
used as distractors in the experiment may eliminate the consonant-vowel asymmetry
(but see Creel et al. 2006).

4.6. RELATED METHODS. XOR learning is a subtype of configural learning. That is,
it is one of multiple paradigms in which associations of the whole are not predictable
from associations of the parts. Another configural-learning paradigm that shows poten-
tial for testing the nature of linguistic constituency is biconditional discrimination.

In biconditional discrimination, introduced by Saavedra (1975) and illustrated in
Figure 7, four stimuli (A, B, C, and D) are arranged into four compounds (AB, CD,
AC, BD), two of which are associated with response X and two with response Y. Note
that the compounds are arranged in such a way that any individual cue (A, B, C, and
D) is just as likely to be paired with X as with Y. The discrimination is easy to encode
if there are nodes representing the compounds AB, CD, AC, and BD, as shown in Fig.
7. Onishi et al. 2002 and Warker et al. 2008 apply biconditional discrimination to test
whether speakers are equally likely to learn dependencies between strings of segments

X

AB

CD

BD

AC

Y

FIGURE 7. Representation of stimulus-response pairings in biconditional discrimination:
AB and CD are paired with response X, while AC and BD are paired with response

Y. A, B, C, and D are paired with X and Y equally often.
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and dependencies between segments and acoustic correlates of indexical information
in the speech signal.

The advantage of biconditional discrimination in comparison to XOR learning is
that in the present paradigm there needs to be a large amount of variability in each
position within the stimulus (e.g. the vowel /+/ needs to be paired with a wide variety
of codas to ensure that subjects learn /+/-affix rather than rime-affix associations). It
is sometimes impossible to create sufficient variability. For instance, if one wanted to
examine the nature of constituency in article-noun strings in English, there is only a
limited number of articles that could be paired with a noun. In biconditional discrimina-
tion, the parts of a whole whose existence is being tested need not be associated with
anything. Therefore, one could compare, for instance, the learning of ‘the cat-Y, a dog-
Y, a cat-X, the dog-X’ to the learning of ‘cat the-Y, dog a-Y, cat a-X, dog the-X’ by
exposing subjects to sentences like He gave the cat a blanket. The disadvantage of
biconditional discrimination is that it does not provide a way to examine associability
of wholes and associability of parts within a single experiment.

The issue of psychological reality of constituent nodes can also be addressed through
typological research by comparing the frequencies of patterns whose acquisition re-
quires configural learning to distributions that can be acquired elementally. If two units
are likely to be chunked together, then learning distributions that require such chunking
should not be much harder than learning distributions that do not require the units to
be chunked. For instance, Pertsova (2007) has looked at syncretism distributions in
personal pronouns across a sample of world languages, focusing specifically on cases
in which the first- and second-person singular and plural are represented by only two
pronouns. Given this restriction, the only possible arrangements are shown in Table 9.
Pertsova found that distributions that require associating each pronoun with a combina-
tion of a person feature and a number feature (‘person-number pronouns’ in the table)
are less frequent in languages of the world than distributions in which each pronoun
could be associated with either just a person feature or just a number feature. In the
present framework, these results suggest that person and number features are unlikely
to be chunked together into a single complex feature unit (see also Onishi et al. 2002,
Warker et al. 2008, and Williams & Braker 1999).

PERSON-
NUMBER PERSON NUMBER

PRONOUNS PRONOUNS PRONOUNS

SG PL SG PL SG PL

1st person X Y X X X Y
2nd person X Y Y Y Y X

TABLE 9. Possible syncretism patterns in the domain of first- and second-person personal pronouns,
given that there are only two pronouns (X and Y) in the domain (based on Pertsova 2007).

Configural-learning methods are not the only way to address the issue of psychologi-
cal reality of hierarchical constituent structure. Wilson (2006) describes what he calls
the ‘poverty of the stimulus method’, which involves exposing learners to input that
is consistent with more than one possible generalization. By looking at which generali-
zation subjects choose, one can determine which one is more natural. For instance, one
may expose subjects to training in which the presence of a C and a V as either the
rime or the body is associated with a certain response, for example, both the body
/k+/ and the rime /+k/ would be associated with /mìn/. Then one can test generalization
to novel syllables containing either /k+/ or /+k/. We expect more generalization to
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syllables with the known rime than to those with a known body. The challenge would
be to rule out explanations based on temporal precedence and similarity between train-
ing and testing items.15

Another prediction of hierarchical theories of constituency is that generalization
should be more likely when the generalization stimuli share the relevant constituent
with the training stimuli. That is, rime associations should be harder to transfer to
testing items that contain the same VC sequence but in which that sequence is not a
rime than to testing items in which the VC sequence is a rime. Thus, generalization of
-++-mìn associations to C++V testing items should be more difficult than generalization
to C++CV testing items.

Finally, a possible way to examine differences between tree-based and dependency-
based theories of constituency is to look for pairs of stimuli that have the same structure
under one view and different structures under the other view. If such a pair is found,
one can look for the presence of structural priming between the stimuli. If structural
priming is observed, the view of constituency that assigns the same structure to the
two stimuli is supported (Snider 2007).

5. CONCLUSION. This article introduces a domain-general method for testing theories
of constituency. We have applied this method to a test case in which multiple factors
conspire to make constituency particularly clear and uncontroversial, the case of English
syllables containing a lax vowel. In this particular case, the constituency difference
corresponds to a difference in associability. That is, a constituent is easier to associate
with an affix than a nonconstituent of the same length regardless of whether the affix
is a suffix or a prefix. This effect is predicted by hierarchical theories of constituency,
which assume that a constituent is something that is likely to be parsed out of the
acoustic signal, but not by dependency-based theories, which represent constituency
as connection strength between segments. Factors that make a string likely to be parsed
out of the acoustic signal deserve more investigation. Thus, it is still an open question
when constituency is properly represented with a localist, tree-structural representation
and when a distributed representation is more psychologically plausible (Hudson
1980b). XOR learning, and configural learning more generally, provides a method to
address this question across linguistic domains.

APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONS

Learning Toy Languages
Instructions

There are two parts to this experiment.
Within each part, you will first listen to words paired with either ‘min’ or ‘noom’. Whether you hear

‘min’ or ‘noom’ depends on what the other word sounds like. This will last for about four minutes.
Then you will be presented with some more word pairs in which the ‘min/noom’ part has been replaced

by noise. You will be asked to guess whether the noise replaces ‘min’ or ‘noom’ by pressing a button on
the button box. Once you have made your guess, the correct answer will be revealed to you. This will last
for about five minutes.

Finally, you will be presented with some more words paired with noise. You will again be asked to guess
whether the noise replaces ‘min’ or ‘noom’. This time, though, you will not get feedback. PLEASE, TRY TO

RESPOND AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE. This will take about four minutes.

15 Perhaps a better example can be found in syntax where sentences of the type X Y-ed the cat a Z would
require one response and sentences of the type X Y-ed a cat the Z would require a different response. Then
one could see which response is produced in response to sentences like X Y-ed the cat the Z or X Y-ed a
cat a Z.
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This entire three-part sequence will be repeated twice. The whole experiment will last for about 30 minutes.

The following messages appeared on the screen:
Prior to each training session (each subject saw either ‘preceding’ or ‘following’): ‘Whether you hear ‘‘min’’
or ‘‘noom’’ depends on what the preceding/following word is like. Press any button to begin.’ Prior to each
feedback session: ‘You will now be given feedback. Once you make your guess, the correct answer is going
to be pronounced.’ Prior to each generalization session: ‘You will now be tested on what you know. Press
any button to begin.’

APPENDIX B: ACCURACY ON RIME-AFFIX VS. BODY-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES BY ITEM

RIME-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES BODY-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES

NOVEL STIMULI NOVEL STIMULI

STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II
bl++ 0.24 0.74 ++lb 0.26 0.43
sp++ 0.62 ++sp 0.54
st++ 0.76 ++st 0.43
fl++ 0.47 0.68 ++lf 0.2 0.46
t++ 0.79 ++t 0.51
kl++ 0.35 0.71 ++lk 0.23 0.4
l++ 0.24 0.82 ++l 0.2 0.43
pl++ 0.85 ++lp 0.43
+++ 0.71 +++ 0.6
sk++ 0.29 0.79 ++sk 0.29 0.53
sl++ 0.44 0.71 ++ls 0.17 0.43
blRt 0.38 0.76 tRlb 0.34 0.51
spRt 0.71 tRsp 0.54
stRt 0.74 tRst 0.51
flRt 0.32 0.65 tRlf 0.37 0.4
tRt 0.74 tRt 0.54
klRt 0.62 tRlk 0.51
lRt 0.32 0.59 tRl 0.26 0.46
plRt 0.38 0.79 tRlp 0.26 0.37
+Rt 0.76 tR+ 0.43
skRt 0.53 0.74 tRsk 0.34 0.43
slRt 0.38 0.71 tRls 0.34 0.37

RIME-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES BODY-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES

TRAINED STIMULI TRAINED STIMULI

STIMULUS STAGE II STIMULUS STAGE II
b++ 0.74 ++b 0.74
t+++ 0.76 ++t+ 0.57
z++ 0.76 ++z 0.65
θ++ 0.65 ++θ 0.49
dÇ++ 0.56 ++dÇ 0.52
bRt 0.74 tRb 0.54
t+Rt 0.68 tRt+ 0.54
zRt 0.65 tRz 0.51
θRt 0.68 tRθ 0.51
dÇRt 0.59 tRdÇ 0.54

CODA-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES ONSET-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES

NOVEL STIMULI NOVEL STIMULI

STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II
blìt 0.71 0.71 tìlb 0.85 0.59
tìt 0.60 0.77 tìt 0.79 0.79
tut 0.66 0.57 tut 0.71 0.55
klit 0.69 0.49 tilk 0.65 0.62
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lìt 0.86 0.74 tìl 0.76 0.79
lut 0.80 0.54 tul 0.68 0.41
skit 0.74 0.60 tisk 0.50 0.47
spit 0.80 0.43 tisp 0.73 0.76
bli+ 0.71 0.63 +ilb 0.56 0.53
+ì+ 0.60 0.57 +ì+ 0.71 0.47
+u+ 0.77 0.74 +u+ 0.65 0.59
kli+ 0.71 0.51 +ilk 0.68 0.41
lì+ 0.51 0.49 +ìl 0.59 0.50
lu+ 0.57 0.49 +ul 0.53 0.56
ski+ 0.57 0.66 +isk 0.53 0.38
spi+ 0.71 0.60 +isp 0.68 0.53

CODA-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES ONSET-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES

TRAINED STIMULI TRAINED STIMULI

STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II
bit 0.65 0.59 tib 0.60 0.66
θìt 0.71 0.82 tìθ 0.83 0.71
vut 0.65 0.79 tuv 0.74 0.69
+it 0.79 0.76 ti+ 0.69 0.60
dÇit 0.53 0.71 tidÇ 0.69 0.57
bi+ 0.59 0.47 +ib 0.69 0.54
θì+ 0.59 0.44 +ìθ 0.77 0.60
vu+ 0.68 0.68 +uv 0.77 0.66
ti+ 0.62 0.53 +it 0.69 0.43
dÇi+ 0.65 0.56 +idÇ 0.60 0.69

VOWEL-AFFIX DEPENDENCIES

RIME CONDITION BODY CONDITION

NOVEL STIMULI TRAINED STIMULI

STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II
zRz 0.50 0.44 zRz 0.49 0.43
flRd 0.47 0.65 dRlf 0.60 0.60
klRs 0.71 0.50 sRlk 0.54 0.63
skRs 0.65 0.44 sRsk 0.34 0.51
t+Rt+ 0.53 0.38 t+Rt+ 0.60 0.51
lRl 0.59 0.38 lRl 0.60 0.60
sRs 0.44 0.59 sRs 0.40 0.43
θRθ 0.41 0.35 θRθ 0.63 0.51
ÇRl 0.47 0.50 ÇRl 0.63 0.51
blRb 0.62 0.47 bRlb 0.86 0.69
dRl 0.62 0.56 dRl 0.63 0.6
slRd 0.53 0.65 dRls 0.57 0.57
klRz 0.56 0.68 zRlk 0.57 0.51
plRs 0.56 0.38 sRlp 0.51 0.66
z+z 0.53 0.50 z+z 0.60 0.60
fl+d 0.56 0.41 d+lf 0.43 0.46
kl+s 0.59 0.50 s+lk 0.71 0.46
sk+s 0.38 0.53 s+sk 0.60 0.63
t++t+ 0.50 0.32 t++t+ 0.40 0.40
l+l 0.65 0.50 l+l 0.57 0.40
s+s 0.71 0.47 s+s 0.60 0.51
θ+θ 0.59 0.59 θ+θ 0.54 0.49
Ç+l 0.62 0.76 Ç+l 0.46 0.46
bl+b 0.32 0.44 b+lb 0.43 0.43
d+l 0.44 0.53 d+l 0.60 0.43
sl+d 0.59 0.41 d+ls 0.54 0.43
kl+z 0.47 0.32 z+lk 0.60 0.49
pl+s 0.41 0.38 s+lp 0.60 0.51
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TRAINED STIMULI TRAINED STIMULI

STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II STIMULUS STAGE I STAGE II
vRs 0.53 0.59 vRs 0.74 0.66
θRf 0.65 0.41 θRf 0.51 0.51
θRt+ 0.53 0.59 θRt+ 0.57 0.51
dÇRθ 0.62 0.47 dÇRθ 0.57 0.51
sRb 0.50 0.47 sRb 0.60 0.34
v+s 0.71 0.59 v+s 0.51 0.40
θ+f 0.65 0.47 θ+f 0.74 0.54
θ+t+ 0.59 0.32 θ+t+ 0.57 0.49
dÇ+θ 0.79 0.44 dÇ+θ 0.71 0.51
s+b 0.56 0.50 s+b 0.46 0.49
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